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VIFF Koen Koch Foundation 
 

Dutch Annelien van Kempen 
conducts research into decorated flour sacks from WWI 

 

The emotions of the flour sack 
 

 
Last summer, artist and researcher Annelien 
van Kempen, hailing from Voorburg in the 
Netherlands, did research on the collection of 
the In Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres, 
focusing on the decorated flour sacks of 
Herbert Hoovers Commission for Relief in 
Belgium with support of the Koen Koch 
Foundation.1 The sacks of flour from the USA 
and Canada were intended as food aid to 
occupied Belgium in World War I. Generally, 
you do not assign a backbone or feelings to a 
flour sack. The Belgian seamstresses, 
embroiderers, lace workers and painters who 
artfully worked on the sacks, however, testified 
to enthusiasm, creativity and ingenuity, as well 
as patriotism and deep gratitude towards the 
generous donors. The IFFM already houses a 
number of masterpieces, which further fueled 
Annelien van Kempen's passion for her 
research subject. 
 
MD: Why did you visit the In Flanders Fields 
Museum at the end of June 2019? 
AvK: “The In Flanders Fields Museum has an 
interesting collection of decorated flour sacks 
from the time of the occupation of '14 -'18. 
The Research Center has sent me a lot of 
useful information and literature references 
about the food relief during that period. I also 
received photos from them of the 2013 
'Remembering Herbert Hoover and the 
Commission for Relief in Belgium' exhibition. 
In the past year I have carried out in-depth 
literature and online research into the sacks, 
now I wanted to investigate the flour sacks 
collection on site and in detail. " 
 
"Every  sack  houses  a  f rag i l e  
and  prec ious  s to ry . "  
 
 

 
1 The Koen Koch Foundation raises funds through 
membership fees and donations to the Friends of the In 
Flanders Fields Museum to support students and trainees 
with their studies on WWI in the Ypres Salient or on the 
IFFM Collection. See their website: 
http://www.vriendeniff.be/en/the-koen-koch-foundation 

MD: How did you come to study this 
subject? Which aspect attracts you 
exactly? 
AvK: “Sacks have fascinated me since my 
childhood. Sacks are all around us. We use 
them. They are made of cotton, jute, paper, 
plastic. When a sack is empty the shape is 
flat, when filled the shape is three-
dimensional. You can turn them inside out. For 
me, the essence of a sack is that it creates a 
mystery concealing form and content. Every 
sack houses a fragile and precious story. 
I am particularly intrigued by the decorated 
flour sacks in WWI because of my unfamiliarity 
with their history. I heard about them in 
January 2018 in Leiden from American author, 
Linzee Kull McCray. She came to the 
Netherlands to present her new book "Feed 
Sacks," at the eponymous exhibition at the 
Textile Research Center. One decorated flour 
sack from World War I was on display. The 
embroidered flour sack intrigued me. I wanted 
to know more about it. Remarkably, all 
information came in English and from the 
United States with the happy story that they 
were Belgian gifts from the First World War 
made out of gratitude. 
I wondered if it was really the case that 
women started embroidering out of gratitude 
in times of war and occupation? It was about 
my neighboring country and at the same time I 
was curious about the Belgian perspective on 
the decorated flour sacks from World War I. 
Why didn’t I know that all sacks of flour 
arrived and were transshipped in the port of 
Rotterdam, indeed, the city where I studied 
and had lived for ten years? " 
 
MD: Where did the flour sacks from the 
Commission for Relief in Belgium come 
from and why? 
AvK: “Bread was a main component of the 
daily food. Due to the German occupation, 
insufficient flour could reach Belgium for bread 
baking. Flour and wheat could be imported 
through international aid, which started in 
October 1914. Outside of Belgium, the  
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Commission for Relief in Belgium organized 
the coordination of relief operations, made 
purchases of wheat and flour and transported 
them through the port of Rotterdam to 
Belgium. There, the Comité National de 
Secours et d’Alimentation received the goods 
and distributed them to the towns and villages 
in Belgium. 
It is my impression that flour packed in cotton 
sacks was mainly imported in the first year 
that this relief work started. Later the mills 
became available in Belgium and food aid 
could be organized more economically by 
transporting wheat in bulk to grind it here. The 
flour, packed in sacks, could go straight to the 
bakeries. Once emptied by the bakers, the 
question was what to do with the empty flour 
sacks. " 
 
MD: Why were they embroidered by Belgian 
girls and women? 
AvK: “At the time, women's organizations took 
the initiative to use flour sacks to sew clothing 
for children. It provided employment for 
unemployed seamstresses. Embroidery 
workers found work by embroidering the flour 
sacks and remaking them into pillows, aprons, 
bags, table runners. Job-seeking artists were 
asked to paint the flour sacks. Girls' schools  
 

Short profile Annelien van Kempen 
As a farmer's daughter (1955), Annelien van Kempen 
grew up in a creative family on a Dutch farm in 
Achthuizen, Goeree-Overflakkee. She studied law at 
Erasmus University Rotterdam (1979) and worked as a 
corporate lawyer in the dredging sector, the textile 
industry and the packaging industry. She 
subsequently led the promotion of glass recycling in 
the Netherlands; was director of the artisanal Leerdam 
crystal factory; administrator of the National Glass 
Museum. After 1996 she worked as an independent 
professional, including the start-up and development 
of artisan glass studios; career coaching for extra 
intelligent people; supervision of creative 
entrepreneurship. 
Annelien Van Kempen has a daughter, and lives with 
her partner in Voorburg. Her studio is located in 
Leiden. Creating sacks has been the central theme of 
her work since 2002. As a glassblower she blew many 
"glass sacks" out of hot, molten glass. Today she 
creates quilt sacks from recycled clothing and used 
household textiles. 
Since her introduction to decorated flour sacks from 
World War I, Annelien van Kempen has been looking 
at home and abroad for the unraveling of the unknown 
and seemingly mythical history of these more than 
100 years old, apparently internationally renowned 
sacks. In her blogs she reports on her quest, travels 
and research; she writes articles and gives lectures. 

 
Researcher Annelien van Kempen subjected the IFFM collection of decorated flour sacks to a thorough inspection, up to 
and including the paint, embroidery yarns and clotted flour residues on the inside. This painted flour sack, attributed to 
the painter Sabot, 1916 (inv. no. IFF 003421) was donated by Humbert Pecsteen, Ruddervoorde, 2017. (Photo MD) 
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arranged a batch of empty sacks and started 
working as a class to make over and decorate 
the sacks, just like the embroiderers. Lace 
workers were given work and clipped lace to 
add as decoration to the flour sacks. That is 
how what I call "decorated flour sacks" as a 
collective noun came about.  
Decorated flour sacks that were ready went on 
sale. They were offered for sale in the years 
1915 and 1916 via exhibitions, raffles, St 
Nicholas sales, lotteries, advertisements and 
through all possible channels. Likewise, orders 
were placed by American relief workers, who 
donated them to beneficiaries of their relief 
campaigns. Decorated flour sacks have also 
been exhibited and offered for sale outside 
occupied Belgium, including in Paris and the 
United States. In Belgium, prices ranged from 
4 francs for an unprocessed flour sack sold 
locally in a village to 50 to 300 francs for an 
exclusive flour sack on display at the Brussels 
and Antwerp art museums.  
The proceeds from all sales were intended to 
provide assistance to war victims, the widows 
and orphans, Belgian prisoners of war in 
Germany and other people in need." 
 
“No  decora ted  f lou r  sack  i s  
the  same,  a l l  decora t ions  a re  
un ique . "  
 

MD: What else happened to those flour 
sacks? 
AvK: “Who was interested, who were the 
customers, you might wonder. 
To answer that, we look at the decorations 
that have been applied to the flour sacks. The 
flour that entered Belgium came from two 
grain-producing countries, the United States 
and Canada. All flour sacks were cotton-made 
and printed with the name of the flour supplier 
in the country of origin. Additionally most 
sacks were printed with a strong brand name, 
a colorful logo, a quality designation such as 
"hard wheat" or "winter wheat", or an 
advertising text such as "high patent" or "the 
famous roller flour". Other flour sacks 
mentioned the supplier's name with an 
encouraging text, such as "War Relief 
Donation" or "Belgian Relief Flour". Sacks with 
prints of texts such as "Flour. Canada's Gift" 
and "Farine offerte par les Citoyens de ... aux 
Habitants de l'Héroïque Belgique" mainly 
came from Canada. 
The initiative to reuse and decorate the 
emptied flour sacks in Belgium will be partly 
inspired by the fine structure of the cotton 
fabric and the prints. It is my impression that 
the flour sacks are sorted before they were 
eligible for decoration. Hundreds of thousands 
of sacks of flour came into the country, which 
emptied sacks were chosen to process?  

 
The American Passchendaele Memorial Garden (2016) in the Zonnebeke castle park was inspired by the food 
relief of the Commission for Relief in Belgium. The metal structure with embroidered poppy symbolizes the flour 
sacks that came from across the Atlantic and were decorated with paint and embroidery in Belgium. Design 
Christophe Gaeta. (Photo MD) 
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First, the choice was made for as many 
different millers as possible, from as many 
different cities as possible. Second, 
preference was given to expressive, colorful 
and exotic figurative trademarks, such as 
American Indians with feather headdresses, 
young wenches with grain stalks and flour 
mills along lovely flowing streams. Third, the 
choice was for well-meaning and uplifting 
texts. And the fourth characteristic would have 
been: the desire to see no or as little original 
prints as possible, so that Belgian decorations 
would come into their own. 
The Belgian embroiderers, seamstresses and 
artists have indulged themselves to make the 
original printing stand out as well as possible, 
but above all to add patriotic elements with 
verve. They worked with the colors of the 
Belgian flag, the red, yellow, black, those of 
the American flag, red, white, blue, and the 
Canadian flag, mainly red and white. And most 
of the time they added Belgian patterns, such 
as the lion, the national flag, King Albert and 
Queen Elisabeth, city scenes and intentional 
texts such as "Thank you America". 
Additionally they embroidered American 
eagles, grain stalks and flags of Allied 
countries. Artists painted children's portraits, 
landscapes, cityscapes and still lifes. 
No decorated flour sack is the same, all 
decorations are unique. Human hands have 
decorated the flour sacks in a unique way, yet 
only a small number of them provides the 
name of the embroiderer or artist or has been 
signed. Years are usually present on the 
sacks, mainly those of the war years 1914-
1915. 
The buyers of the decorated flour sacks were 
well-to-do people who could be expected to 
make a financial contribution to charities. They 
bought the sacks to make patriotic ornaments 
in their homes, to donate them as gifts, as well 
as to especially support the initiative of the 
work on the flour sacks and to offer help to 
those in need.” 
 
MD: Where are the largest collections? Are 
they also in Flemish museums or in private 
ownership? Where? 
AvK: “In Belgium, the largest collections 
known to me are held in the Cinquantenaire 
Park in Brussels: the War Heritage Institute 
has an estimated 42 flour sacks, and the 
Museum of Art & History even has 58. 
Together they make for 100 pieces. 
According to my count, the In Flanders Fields 
Museum owns 23 flour sacks. Other Flemish 
museums have collections of fewer than 10 
pieces. 

A few Belgian private collectors have several 
dozens of decorated flour sacks in their 
possession. They are open to giving them on 
loan for exhibitions, which means that in 
recent years there have been a lot of WWI 
flour sacks on show to the public. 
In the United States, the collection of former 
President Herbert Clark Hoover (1874-1964) is 
the largest. Hoover was director of the 
Commission for Relief in Belgium and received 
hundreds of flour sacks from admirers at the 
time. As the 31st President of America, 
Hoover has his own library and museum, the 
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and 
Museum, in West Branch, Iowa, and has also 
established the Hoover Institution at Stanford 
University in Palo Alto, California. He had a 
large part of his archive, library and collections 
housed there. Hoovers collection of flour 
sacks in Iowa is more than 450, in California 
160+.” 
 
MD: How do you rate the collection of the 
In Flanders Fields Museum? Has it 
contributed to your research? 
AvK: “My visit to the IFFM is above all the 
confirmation of the necessity to physically 
study decorated flour sacks. I literally put my 
nose on them, but I also considered it 
remotely. I was able to put them together for 
comparison. I gained a wealth of information 
from details such as the cotton fabric, 
embroidery yarns and stitches, paint, lace, 
stitching, frills, the finishing and framing, 
clotted flour residues, fading of the colors and 
the decay of material; all these physical 
aspects together make the IFFM collection 
fascinating to me. 
Remember as well that eight of these flour 
sacks belong to the "collection of decorated 
flour sacks", protected as a masterpiece since 
2014. This collection of eight flour sacks is 
recognized as Flemish heritage and is listed 
on the List of Flemish Masterpieces.  
The variety of the IFFM collection is large and 
makes one curious. " 
 
"Var ious  decora ted  f lou r  
sacks  f rom the  IFFM 
co l lec t ion  made i t  to  the  L is t  
o f  F lemish  Maste rp ieces . "  
 
MD: Is it possible to make a typology of the 
decorated flour sacks? What are your most 
important findings? 
AvK: “I now have a Register of Flour Sacks for 
my research, which includes 300 sacks. The 
layout of the register is determined logistically. 
The sacks were originally transportation 
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packaging. The process started with the 
locations of origin of the sacks of flour in North 
America. Next was the transport by ocean 
liner to Rotterdam; there the sacks of flour 
were transferred in inland vessels for transit to 
Belgium. Next were the locations of emptying 
the sacks of flour at the bakeries. 
Subsequently the empty sacks have been 
transported to the locations where women, 
girls and artists applied decorations, in 
particular Belgian and American patriotic 
motifs, through which the flour sacks were 
transformed into decorated flour sacks; next 
they were sold. Finally, the decorated flour 
sacks are nowadays located in museums and 
private collections. 
 
Based on photographs I had already included 
the collection of flour sacks from the IFFM in 
my Register of Flour Sacks. Due to my stay in 
Ypres at the end of June 2019, I have been 
able to make detailed descriptions. 
 
I will mention a few findings. 
 
The locations of origin of the IFFM flour sacks 
are: 
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN STATE/PROVINCE SACKS 

IFFM 
USA Kansas 4 
 New York 3 
 California 2 
 Minnesota 2 
 Nebraska 1 
 Ohio 1 
 Virginia 1 
 Unknown 3 
Canada Ontario 1 
 Québec 1 
Unknown  4 
Total flour sacks 
IFFM 

 23 

 
 
The IFFM-flour sacks are decorated or not: 
 
PROCESSING IN BELGIUM  SACKS 

IFFM 
Unprocessed, plain flour 
sacks 

 4 

Processed flour sacks  19 
Embroidered 6  
Embroidered and lace 3  
Painted and embroidered 8  
Painted 2  

Total flour sacks IFFM  23 
 

Concerning the processed IFFM flour sacks I 
have noticed the following: 
 
1) A folding screen, a separate case 
The IFFM collection includes a folding screen 
with 8 panels of decorated flour sacks. I had 
the privilege of studying the folding screen in 
the new archive depot at Zonnebeekseweg in 
Ypres. I felt honored to be the first researcher 
received in the new depot. To my surprise, I 
have found that 6 flour sacks have been used 
to make 8 panels. For 4 of the panels, the 
front and rear of a flour sack were used, 
namely "Sperry Mills-American Indian" and 
"California", respectively "McDonald & 
Robb's" and "Citoyens de Valleyfield".  
Remarkably all panels are very professionally 
painted and embroidered, but without 
apparent patriotic decorations. Unfortunately, 
the folding screen or panels are not provided 
with a signature of the creator. 
 
2) Combination processed/unprocessed 
The IFFM collection includes two decorated 
flour sacks, of which plain, unprocessed flour 
sacks are included as well: they are "Gold 
Medal" from Washburn-Crosby Co., Buffalo, 
New York and "Sperry Mills-American Indian" 
from Sperry Flour Co., California. 
 
3) Multiple flour sacks hold patriotic decorations: 
 
PATRIOTIC DECORATIONS 

 

Belgian flag 8 
Colors red, yellow, black 4 
None 7 
Total 19 
 
4) The creators of most decorations are unknown: 
 
FLOUR SACKS WITH SIGNATURE  6 
Embroidered 1  
Painted 2  
Painted and embroidered 3  
WITHOUT SIGNATURE  13 
Total  19 
 
 
The Belgian embroiderers, lace workers and 
painters used the material enthusiastically, 
creatively and resourcefully; mostly their 
identity is unknown." 
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Annelien van Kempen shows the largest decorated 
flour sack that she studied to date: "Gold Medal" 
contained 220 Lbs. (100 kg) flour and has been made 
into a tablecloth of 55x49 inch (140x125 cm). The 
origin of the cotton sack is the Washburn Crosby Co. 
flour mill, Buffalo, New York, later embroidered and 
decorated with needlework in Belgium, 1914-1915-
1916 (inv. no. IFF 001646). The IFFM collection also 
includes a plain, unprocessed flour sack "Gold Medal" 
of 98 Lbs. Similarly, Memorial Museum Passchendaele 
1917 in Zonnebeke has several decorated flour sacks 
"Gold Medal" as part of its collection. (Photo MD) 
 
 
 
 
Comparative research of two decorated flour sacks, 
which belong to the collection of flour sacks on the List 
of Flemish Masterpieces. They are both from mills in 
Wichita, Kansas (abbreviated "KANS." resp. "KAS.") 
and were embroidered in Belgium in colors of the 
national flags of Belgium and the USA. "Kansas W 
Flour" from The Wichita Flour Mills Company (inv. no. 
IFF 001645) is bordered with needlework and bobbin 
lace. "Vigor" of The Red Star Mill Elevator (inv. no. IFF 
000845) is garnished with the portrait of American 
president Wilson, a medallion from a postcard, fixed 
with embroidery stitches. The flour sack has been 
signed "Mme Charels". Likewise, she decorated the 
sack with portraits of "Le Roi" (Albert I) and "La Reine" 
(Elisabeth) under a golden crown, flanked by two 
Belgian flags. (Photo MD) 
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MD: Was the subject never studied before? 
AvK: “Every history is told differently, from a 
new context, culture and tradition. As an 
independent artist and researcher, I tell the 
story in my own way. 
I devoted myself to this research because of 
my passion for sacks. From time to time I find 
out who has previously studied the decorated 
flour sacks and what knowledge has been 
developed over the past 100 years or seems 
to have been lost. I have compiled a 
bibliography, which is published on my blog 
http://meelzak.annelienvankempen.nl. 
It is one of my goals to describe and present 
the organizational talent of the women who 
took the initiative to reuse the flour sacks. In 
addition, I wish to honor the artisanal work of 
women and girls. 
When I started my research, I expected to find 
reports on embroidery committees, photos of 
women and girls embroidering, diaries of them 
with notes on pattern designs and embroidery. 
After a year and a half of research, I have 
found only one or a few sources of all of this, 
thanks to the help of heritage institutions, 
museum curators and archivists. Plenty of 
reason to continue my research." 
 
" I  w ish  to  honor  the  a r t i sana l  
work  o f  women and g i r l s . "  
 
MD: What other plans do you have with the 
results of your research? 
AvK: “I want to present the results, to involve 
the public and also to generate income for 
funding my research. That is why I am grateful 
for the grant from the Koen Koch Foundation, 
which enabled me to stay in Ypres. 
My dream is to organize a large international 
exhibition with the most beautiful and striking 
decorated flour sacks from all museums and 
private collections in the world, combined with 
the publication of a richly illustrated book. 

Who knows, maybe I will get there, step by 
step! That is why I publish the results of my 
research on my blog 
http://meelzak.annelienvankempen.nl. 
Interested people can read everything I have 
discovered to date. I aim to write my blogs in 
Dutch, French and English, in order to give the 
topic international attention. 
I also like giving lectures. In the Netherlands I 
have presented a few times, which generated 
enthusiastic responses. Likewise I write 
articles, for example for Patakon, the 
magazine for bakery heritage of the Furnes 
Bakery Museum. Next year I hope to 
contribute to the IFFM Yearbook. 
 
And last but not least, I would like to express 
my sincere thanks to the entire Research 
Center team. Thanks to their attention and 
hospitality I have been able to execute my 
research. The support of Frederik Vandewiere 
and Els Deroo in particular was essential to 
make my stay a success. Dominiek 
Dendooven stimulated me by sharing his 
knowledge, providing resources and ideas. 
Through my research I hope to contribute to 
the disclosure of information present in the 
Research Center and its collection of 
decorated flour sacks.” 
 
 
Annelien van Kempen, artist and researcher 
E info@annelienvankempen.nl  
W http://www.annelienvankempen.nl 
Blogwebsite “Decorated flour sacks from 
WWI”: http://meelzak.annelienvankempen.nl 
 
 
 
Marc Dejonckheere 
 

 
 
 

This article originally appeared in the Dutch language: 
 
Dejonckheere, Marc, Van Kempen, Annelien, De emotie van de meelzak. Nederlandse Annelien van Kempen 
voert onderzoek naar versierde meelzakken uit WO I. (The emotions of the flour sack. Dutch Annelien van 
Kempen conducts research into decorated flour sacks from WWI). Ypres, Belgium: VIFF Magazine, Friends of 
the In Flanders Fields Museum, no. 70, Jul|Aug|Sep 2019, p. 12-18 


